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Abstract 

Scientific article information data base system ANGEL was designed based on the data 

base management system ADABAS. It consists of an interactive input and retrieval system, 

intelligent input system and a system for the generation of a relation matrix. These systems 

were implemented by NATURAL of ADABAS. ANGEL is available for other scientific 

article data base systems. Initially, ANGEL was developed as an article data base relating 

to the sculptural surface generation theory of CAD (Computer Aided Design)/CAM (Com

puter Aided Manufacturing). 

ANGEL is now open for public usage and is used at Hokkaido University Computer 

Center. In this paper, the design concept of the system and input system of bibliographic 

items are described, and several results obtained from the system are discussed. The input 

object of ANGEL is scientific articles written in English. 

1. Introduction 

Considering valid use of a scientific article data base, as well as use of bibliographic 

information, it is important to use relational information among articles effectually in order 

to reproduce higher intellectual information, and it is the motivation of this paper. There

upon, the necessity of a system to comprehend a research trend was examined and it was 

investigated what information makes the essence of research clear. Attention was paid to 

the various relations among scientific articles. The relations are expressed by a labeled 

-graph, in which an article is represented as a point and a relation between articles is 

represented as a line. The aim of this paper is to develop the methodology for analyzing 

characteristics of the graph. 

A citation relation among articles is an important information of relations. Accord· 

ingly, it is inputted with information of cited place because it expresses the significance of 

citation. 

A keyword relation also is one of the necessary information to represent the com

monness of the content or the theme. If there are many common keywords between two 

articles, then these articles are interpreted to be treated with a similar theme or the same 
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theme. These information among articles are the objective relations of information that are 

not influenced by the person to examine. 

Relational graphs of articles are made out from these various information using this data 

base system, and some relational matrices are created from these graphs. The matrices are 

similarity matrices which have real values. After setting a mathematical criterion accord

ing to a purpose of processing, they are unified into one similarity matrix finally in order to 

clarify the property of the relational structure by cluster analysis. Thus configuration of the 

system is the target of this paper. In consequence, the system is designed to attach impor

tance to an effectual input of these information. 

The data base system ANGEL consists of keyboard subsystem, bibliographic item 

extraction subsystem, retrieval subsystem, display subsystem and storage subsystem in the 

entire composition. There are some shared modules which are entities of subsystems. 

These subsystems were implemented in NATURAL on ADA BAS. 

2. Constitution of the Data Base ANGEL 

The constitution of the data base ANGEL is shown in Fig. L Bibliographic information 

of scientific articles is put into the data base system by manual operation directly or by 

optical character reader automatically through recording media like a floppy disk device. 

The most outside frame (thick lined) means the data base management system ADABAS that 

is the relational model type for main frame computer. The chained lined frame means the 

data base system ANGEL which consists of four parts. The first part (upper-left) is the 

interactive input and retrieval system, and the second part (upper-right) is the intelligent 

input system. The third part (middle) is the data storage (f.ile). The fourth part (lower) is 

the generating system of relation matrix among scientific articles in the data base. The 

interactive input and retrieval system, and the intelligent input system are constructed 

respectively by four subsystems, that is, keyboard subsystem, display subsystem, retrieval 

subsystem and storage subsystem. The keyboard subsystem of the interactive input and 

retrieval system is for interactive manual input or interactive retrieval from VDT (visual 

display terminal). 

On the other hand, the bibliographic item extraction subsystem of the intelligent input 

system is for automatic input from a recorded file. The display subsystem is for displaying 

processed results in the interactive input and retrieval system or in the intelligent input 

system. In the intelligent input system, the processed results are displayed in order to verify 

them. 

The retrieval subsystem is to check whether processing data overlaps recorded data or 

not, and the subsystem of the interactive input and retrieval system enables to retrieve by 

author name, title, keyword et cetera. The storage subsystem is to store not only biblio

graphic data but also the logging data of processing date, processing type (store, update, 

delete), user- ID, the last article number or the last article- ID to be accessed. An example 

of the logging data is shown in Fig. 2. 

The generating system of the relation is to set up the initial relation matrix from a 
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Fig. 1 The System constitution of the data base ANGEL. 

specified relation and to output it into file. 

3. Scientific Article Information Input System of the Data Base 

3. 1 Acquisition of scientific article information 

21 

There is a choice to purchase a marketing article data base to acquire bibliographic 

items by extracting a data field mechanically according to the specified format, and such 

choice is popular in general. There is also a choice to input bibliographic items manually 

after printed strings of article is read automatically by an optical character reader. A 

present situation of data input into data base needs manual inputting until when the possibil

ity of the automatic item extraction realizes and the latter choice is available practically. 

The researcher data base needs as much as possible detailed information. Accordingly, 

sufficient information cannot be obtained only from the marketing bibliographic data base 

like the in former method, and then a system to input necessary information directly from an 
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Fig. 2 An example of the logging data in ANGEL. 

MORE 
PAGe 245 88·09·28 I 6: I 2: 57 

F :!A liB PROCESS P.~SSWD .HTMO ARTMOLST LASTUID YY!I\IDD TIMET -------- -------- -------- ----------- ----------- -------- -------- ----------
CAD STORE 3 0 I 2 3 0 I 2 X10044 88·08·23 1I:53:54.6 
CAD STORE 3013 3 0 13 Xl0044 88-08-23 11:54:35.7 
CAD UPDATE ·3014 3013 X10044 88-08-23 12:03:43.6 
CAD UPDATE 3013 30 I3 X10044 88-08-23 12:05:02.8 
CAD STORE -3 0 14 3 0 I 4 X!0044 88-08-23 12:06:30.5 
CAD DELETE -3014 3014 Xl0044 88-08-23 12:08:23.7 
CAD UPDATE 3014 3013 XI0044 88-08-23 12:12:58.0 
CAD UPDATE 3014 3 0 I 3 Xl0044 88-08-23 I2:I4:58.2 
CAD STORE 3014 3 0 I 4 XI0044 88-08-23 12:I5:20.5 
CAD STORE 3015 30 I 5 X!0044 88-08-23 I2:15:36.7 
CAD STORE 3016 30 I 6 XI0044 88-08-23 12:I6:03.3 
CAD STORE 3017 3017 X10044 88-08-23 12:I6:20.6 
CAD STORE 3018 3018 X10044 88-08-23 I2:I6:44.4 
CAD STORE 3019 3019 XI0044 88-08-23 I2:17:35.6 
CAD STORE 3020 3020 Xl0044 88-08-23 12:17:54.3 
CAD STORE 3021 3 0 2 I X10044 88-08-23 12: 18: 14. 2 
CAD UPDATE 3022 3 0 2 1 X!0044 88-08-23 12:48:35.8 
CAD STORE 3022 3022 X10044 88-08-23 I2:48:50.2 

original article is indispensable. A researcher cannot offord to the mounting many cost 

easily for inputting. Therefore, a researcher is required to input the data by himself, or the 

data is inputted by a part-time assistant. The system that enables to input data efficiently 

even if by nonprofessional key operator is necessary. For this reason, it is necessary to 

decrease the hitting frequency as well as possible at the time of data input in order to make 

key operation easy. Consequently, two systems using registered information in the data 

base were programed. The first system is interactive input and retrieval system, and the 

second is intelligent input system. 

3. 2 Interactive input and retrieval system 

When the input systems were designed, the following points were considered ; 

1) Improvement of input working efficiency. 

Especially, for a user who is not an professional key operator, to improve the efficiency 

of input work is effective. 

2) Reduction of misinput rate. 

In case of inputting abundent data, it is said generally that even professional key 

operators misinput at about 3 % rate. In consequence, the reduction of misinput is an 

important theme to acquire the information in order to minimmize errors. So data were 

processed on the basis of the next point. 

3) Valid use of registered data. 

To consider an input processing or a retrieval processing for the researcher database of 

scientific article, both a parent (citing) article and a child (cited) article are equally signifi

cant, then it is necessary to treat them as independent articles because the database is to 

process various relations among articles. Accordingly, the same article appears many times 

as the reference which has a similar theme of research. Hence a tendency that the article 

by the same author appears frequently is remarkable in accordance with the increase of 

registered articles. 
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